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A PARTOF INTERVIEW WITH JIŘÍ ŠTOČEK
(you find whole interview at www.chesslady.com)

	Jiří Štoček, current the third best Czech chess player, has been successful at CZECH OPEN 2005 by that time. He won Open Rapid (2 x 30 min) Chess Championschip of the Czech Republic (CHLÁDEK & TINTĚRA OPEN), which was played as Open European Championship of Amateurs in category ELO FIDE < 2200 as well and which was a part of the world serial ACP TOUR.  27 players with GM and 55 with IM took part in this tournament. Two the best Czech players, David Navara and Vlastimil Babula, took part in the tournament too.
	Jiří Štoček is playing Grand Master Open (PARDUBICE OPEN), which is a part of the world serial ACP TOUR.



 	Congratulation on winning Open Rapid Chess Championschip of the Czech Republic. Have you expected such a good result?

	I must say I am not specialist in rapid chess. I am weaker in it that in normal chess. I can tell you it is my the best result in all of my life in this chess discipline. 
	

	What expectations do you have for grand master tournament? You are the third best seeded player in the tournament and you belong to the favourites of course. Moreover, due to the fact that CZECH OPEN and European Championship of Teams are hold at the same time, the average rating of players is lower.

	I have been taking part in CZECH OPEN in Pardubice for 11 years. I hadn´t aim to win by the first participation but I can give a thought to the first place now. 

	What about your best result in the previous years? 

	I shared the first place with 6 players  in 1998. I had 7 points from 9 games that time. I had 7 points again and I shared the second place in 2000.

	You are profesional chess player. What aims do you have?

	I have been profesional chess player for 2 years. I have no particular aims. So I am trying to serve to chess in the best way that I consider to right.

	
	What does it stand for „to serve to chess“?

	It means to try to play good games and to contribute to theory of  game-opennings.  
	

	



Dou you have any icons among the chess players?

	Alexandr Aljechin. It is clear from my articles. Garry Kasparov from the postwar players. And Jan Timman. He wasn´t world champion but he reached it almost. I like his attitude to chess.

	What about your hobbies? You studied astronomy. Do you have time for it?

	I don´t attend to astronomy like profesional unfortunately. I have chosen chess. But astronomy is still my hobby. I am interested in history and natural science too. I don´t do other kinds of sport.




